Miao minority welcome new year with lavish celebrations

Shoexpress Autumn Winter Collection 2016

Shoexpress has conceived a creatively modified change for men, women and children this Autumn Winter. Ladies, men and kids trends and stand out from the crowd with a selection of stylish shoes. Latest statement pieces and staple items at Shoexpress at amazing prices! The core white color is a must in every wardrobe and occasions. For starters, let’s get it right by choosing metallic gold and silver will make for stunning party looks, along with our metallic shoes.

The is now back, but this time in khaki, white and grey. Natural colors are also the main color for the season. Available in casual, formal shoes and sandals! Get your feet in shape for this season, with our long trending trend on footwear, from boots to wedge slip-ons to flats. A little addition of luxury in your footwear will update your look this fall winter season.

hold all your essentials and can easily take you from day to night. The backpack is a key statement in the Shoexpress collection this winter. We want to make sure you can take it whenever you may choose to go or whatever clothes you want to pair it with! Have varying sizes that can accommodate your need for flexibility and functionality! The versatility of our backpacks is the answer to all the needs of a busy woman.

The 70’s retro trend of wedge sneakers to flat shoes. A little addition to your casual, formal shoes and sandals! Get your khaki, white and grey! Natural colors are the dominant the whole sporty look, along with choosing metallic! Gold and silver will be season savvy than the usual!

Also contributing to the discussion, head of the Miao ethnic minority in traditional costumes participate in their New Year festival at Leishan county, southwestern province of Guizhou. — AFP photos

Dancers of the Miao ethnic minority in traditional costumes participate in their New Year festival at Leishan county, southwestern province of Guizhou. — AFP photos

Dancers of the Miao ethnic minority in traditional costumes parade during their New Year festival in Beihuan county, southwestern province of Guizhou. — AFP photos
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